ADDENDUM #1
Issued July 30, 2020

Bid # 21-09
Police Department Uniforms
Due Date and Time: August 6, 2020, 3:00 PM

The following items take precedence over referenced portions of the documents for the above-named project and in executing a contract, will become a part thereof. Where any item in the documents is supplemented hereby, the original requirements will remain in effect. All supplemental conditions will be considered as added thereto. Where any original item is amended, voided or superseded hereby, the provisions of such items not so specifically amended, voided or superseded will remain in effect.

This addendum must be signed and attached to bid proposal to acknowledge receipt of addendum. Failure to acknowledge any addenda will result in a non-responsive bid.

____________________________________  ______________________________________
Company’s Name                        Date

____________________________________  ______________________________________
Authorized Representative’s Name       Authorized Representative’s Signature
1. **Question:** Can my company bid only on the embroidered patches on this patch bid?
   **Answer:** No. As per bid specifications, bids must contain unit prices for all items in order to be considered responsive and eligible for award.

2. **Question:** In Section II, Item F; it states: BIDS MUST CONTAIN UNIT PRICES FOR ALL ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED RESPONSIVE AND ELIGIBLE FOR AWARD. Addressing that statement, there are items on the bid that states; “NO SUBSTITUTE”. In saying that, if I do not distribute or carry that/those items or products and am not able to submit an alternative or substitute, how can I be fairly or adequately be considered as a responsive bidder?
   **Answer:** The items listed in this bid are not sole source.

3. **Question:** I am requesting an explanation for the Extended Prices (Regular Sizes), Size Range for Premium Sizes (Beginning and Ending) and Unit Price for Premium Sizes columns. For example, column reads Extended Prices (Regular sizes).
   **Answer:** Please insert the unit price for a regular sized item and multiply that price times the approximate usage amount that is indicated for each item to provide the extended price. If your company does not require additional costs for premium sizes, please indicate that information, but if there is an additional cost for a premium size, insert the size range and the unit cost. As per the bid document (page 14), bids must contain unit prices for all items in order to be considered responsive and eligible for award. The bid shall be awarded to the lowest total bid price using bid unit prices for regular sizes times the estimated annual quantities. All quantities as shown throughout this bid are estimated only. The County does not guarantee purchase of any minimum or maximum quantities.